Recent structural studies of the Epstein-Barr virus EBNA1 protein bound to DNA suggest that it binds to DNA replication origins in a two-step process; the first step involves recognition of the correct sequence and the second initiates structural changes in the DNA.
The crystal structure of the DNA-binding and proteindimerization regions of EBNA1 revealed an elegant molecule that, in accord with earlier studies [7, 8] , binds to its 18 base-pair palindromic recognition sequence as a dimer [6] . Each monomer is composed of a core domain, (residues 504-607; shown in green and white in Fig. 1 ), and a flanking domain, (residues 461-504, shown in yellow). In the crystal structure it is the EBNA1 flanking domains that interact with the DNA. Residues between 461 and 477 make seven direct contacts with the DNA bases, two in the major groove and five in the minor groove. The core domain contains the dimerization interfaces, which together make up a remarkable structurean eight-stranded antiparallel ␤ barrel.
The core-domain dimer is identical in its chain-folding pattern, and is essentially superimposable on, the core DNA-binding and dimerization domain of the bovine papilloma virus (BPV) E2 protein [5, 9] . DNA binding by the E2 protein core domain is mediated by two ␣ helices, termed the recognition helices, which interact with the major groove of the E2 DNA recognition site. In the EBNA1 protein, there are two ␣ helices positioned similarly in the core-domain dimer (residues 514-527, shown in white in Fig. 1 ), and this could be taken as an indication that EBNA1 uses them to interact with its recognition sequence in an analogous manner [6] . Surprisingly, however, in the EBNA1 crystal structure the amino acids of these helices do not interact with the DNA-recognition sequence: in fact, they are positioned 6 Å away from it [6] .
The dyad symmetry element of oriP contains four EBNA1-binding sites and is likely to be the site at which the initiation of replication occurs. EBNA1 binds cooperatively to the binding sites in this element; the four sites are bound simultaneously as EBNA1 is titrated into the reaction [10, 11] . This is true even though, individually, sites 1 and 4 have a 10-fold higher affinity for EBNA1 than sites 2 and 3 [12, 13] . This indicates the importance of protein-protein contacts between adjacent EBNA1 dimers in the filling of binding sites 2 and 3. However, not all of the binding sites of the dyad symmetry element Figure 1 Domain structure of the EBNA1 dimer. The core domain, residues 504-607, is shown in green; the putative recognition ␣ helix of the core domain, residues 514-527, is shown in white; the flanking domain, residues 461-504, is shown in yellow.
are required for origin function. A mutated element containing only two functional EBNA1 binding sites, sites 1 and 2, is competent to initiate DNA replication [10] , so sites 1 and 2 constitute a minimal origin of replication. As for the full origin sequence, cooperativity is observed in EBNA1 binding to a DNA fragment containing just sites 1 and 2 [13] . In addition, the spacing between sites 1 and 2 is important for origin function: they are separated by 3 base pairs, and changing this distance inactivates the origin [10] .
The close juxtaposition of sites 1 and 2 may allow EBNA1 to induce a large structural distortion in the DNA. Two EBNA1 dimers must bind to the two adjacent sites but, according to the crystal structure, they would not fit, because of steric hindrance. As a result, a structural change to the DNA or protein is needed to move the EBNA1 dimers far enough apart that they would not both occupy the same space [6] . There is a localized DNA structural change induced by EBNA1-binding of the dyad symmetry element, as revealed by the sensitivity of a single thymidine residue in sites 1 and 4 to the oxidizing effects of potassium permanganate [11] . However, EBNA1-binding also causes sensitivity of this residue when bound to a DNA substrate that contains site 1 alone (L. Frappier, personal communication). In addition, there is no EBNA1-induced methylation of oriP by dimethyl sulfate, which methylates adenine and cytosine residues in regions of protein-induced DNA melting. As reactivity to potassium permanganate is limited to just the one residue in these two sites, and because there is no EBNA1-induced sensitivity to dimethyl sulfate at any position within the dyad symmetry element, EBNA1 probably does not induce full melting of the DNA under these conditions, but rather induces a specific DNA bend or kink [11] . The large structural distortion that results from the cooperative binding of EBNA1 to two sites is likely to be distinct from the DNA bend responsible for the observed sensitivity to potassium permanganate.
There are three reasons to suppose that EBNA1 can in fact bind its recognition sites on the DNA via its core domain ␣ helices, even though this mode of interaction is not observed in the crystal structure. First, the presence of two ␣ helices in the EBNA1 dimer core domain in a position analogous to the DNA-recognition helices of the E2 protein suggests that the EBNA1 helices do in fact bind to their DNA recognition sequence under some conditions. Second, a truncated form of the EBNA1 protein, consisting of amino acids 470-607 and lacking the portion of the flanking domain that interacts with the DNA in the crystal structure, binds with high affinity to site 1 of the dyad symmetry element almost as well as does the 459-607 EBNA1 fragment [13] ; residues 459-469 of the flanking domain play an important role in EBNA1 binding to low-affinity recognition sites, but make only a modest contribution to EBNA1 interaction with the high-affinity sites [7, 13, 14] . Third, there is strong sequence conservation at positions 3, 5 and 9 of the 18 base-pair recognition sequence among the 24 copies of it that are present in oriP, and a single base change at position 5 reduces EBNA1 affinity for the mutated site 30-fold [12] ; no interaction is observed between these bases and the EBNA1 protein in the crystal structure, however.
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Figure 2
Scheme for a shift in DNA-binding modes by EBNA1. Two EBNA1 dimers are bound at adjacent EBNA1 recognition sites 1 and 2. Dimers are shown bound using (a) their flanking domains (yellow), (b) one set of flanking domains and one set of core ␣ helices (white), or (c) only their core ␣ helices. H denotes the thymidine residue in site 1 that is hypersensitive to modification by potassium permanganate; core domains are green. The existence of two distinct modes of interaction between EBNA1 and its recognition sites -using either the flanking sequences or the core domain ␣ heliceswould imply that the protein-DNA complex may be able to switch from one binding mode to the other. There are then three obvious possibilities for the manner in which EBNA1 interacts with the two adjacent recognition sites of the minimal origin of replication (see Fig. 2 ). The first is that two EBNA1 dimers initially bind to sites 1 and 2 via their flanking domains (Fig. 2a) . This binding is impeded by steric hindrance, but is relieved by a structural change in the DNA. The work put into altering the DNA structure would result in an apparent reduced affinity for the EBNA1 flanking domains, leading to their displacement from the DNA, and allowing an interaction between the DNA and the ␣ helices of the core domain (Fig. 2b ). An altered DNA helical structure might then be more firmly stabilized (Fig. 2c) .
A second possibility is that the binding of EBNA1 might occur first via the core domain ␣ helices (Fig. 2c) , followed by a switch to binding through the flanking domains (Fig.  2a) . However, binding of a single dimer to one recognition site might well be the initial step in complex formation, and the crystal structure indicates that this occurs most stably via the flanking domain. Also, the formation of a final-stage complex of two dimers bound via their flanking domains to neighboring recognition sites would appear to be unfavorable as a result of the steric hindrance [6] . A third possibility is that two dimers bind the neighboring recognition sites via their flanking domains (Fig. 2a) , inducing a DNA structural change, and then only one of the dimers switches to binding by the core domain ␣ helices (as shown in Fig. 2b ). As site 1 is a high-affinity site, it would be expected to be able to bind EBNA1 using either domain, and to tolerate a shift in the mode of binding. But although site 2 binds effectively to the EBNA1 flanking domain, it does not exhibit an affinity for the core domain and one might therefore not expect a shift in binding mode to occur there.
Why would a protein that binds the DNA replication origin bind with a two-step mechanism? Perhaps an originbinding protein must perform two distinct tasks, and these two tasks pose two different problems [1, 2] . First, the protein must bind to the origin as opposed to other, random sites on the DNA. The problem of sequence specificity is addressed by high-affinity binding to a specific nucleotide sequence and by cooperativity in binding, leading to the assembly of a multimeric, nucleoprotein complex at that site [4] . Second, the protein must do work, carrying out the initial, energetically unfavorable opening of the DNA duplex. The input of work to distort the DNA is obtained from the binding forces between the protein and DNA. This would lead to an apparent loss of affinity (higher K d ) of the protein-DNA complex. For the usual one-step binding mechanism, this would cause more frequent dissociation from DNA (compared with a protein that does not perform work). Perhaps one way around this loss of affinity would be for the structural change to expose new protein-protein or protein-DNA contacts. An advantage of such a two-step mechanism is that reversal of the DNA structural distortion step does not lead to destabilization of the protein-DNA binding interaction. If the energetically unfavorable distorted DNA structure reverts to a stable state, the protein-DNA complex returns to the site-specific binding mode of the initial interaction.
The DNA distortion carried out by EBNA1 in the second step is probably far greater than the bend revealed by sensitivity to potassium permanganate. Although the putative two-step binding may be a spontaneous process, it is also possible that the second step requires an input of energy. Although EBNA1 does not hydrolyze ATP, there are other conceivable sources of such energy. For example, a cellular protein might bind the EBNA1-DNA complex, supplying the additional energy through its interaction, or perhaps hydrolyzing ATP; alternatively, a cellular kinase might phosphorylate EBNA1, inducing a conformational change. An analogy for the two-step DNA binding mechanism is depicted in Figure 3 as a pair of hands binding a site on a bar and then bending the bar at that site, using two different modes of interaction between the hands and the bar. The first part of the process addresses a siterecognition problem, while the second part contends with an energetically difficult one. Most origin-binding proteins are known to induce structural distortion in DNA yet Dispatch 933
Figure 3
Analogy for a two-step binding process resulting in a localized structural distortion but retaining a tight grip on the substrate. (a) In the first binding mode, the two hands (two EBNA1 dimers) bind to a bar (DNA) at a specific site. (b) In the second binding mode, the hands change grip (conformational change in the protein) in order to apply a force and bend the bar (induce a structural distortion in the DNA).
to bind the origin sequence tightly and with high specificity. Perhaps the two-step binding mechanism proposed here, suggested by the elegant EBNA1 structural and biochemical studies, may be a general feature underlying the initiation of DNA replication and may apply to other areas of DNA metabolism as well.
